Abstract. The vision for ARTiFACTS sprang from the realization that distributed ledger technology/blockchain technology could be applied directly to scholarly communications. Blockchain fits our current system of citation currency. As Eugene Garfield said decades ago, "The Mertonian description of normal science describes citations as the currency of science. Scientists make payments, in the form of citations, to their preceptors". To work properly, scientists must be able to create, claim ownership, share novel works, and assign proper attribution to prior work at all phases of their research. However, the existing process of disseminating research and scientific discoveries is skewed towards published articles. Communication, sharing, and the ability to give or receive attribution are delayed far downstream -oftentimes several years -from the actual time when discoveries are made and formally communicated. Distributed ledger technology can deliver transformative value and efficiency in facilitating real-time sharing of the outputs of each step of the research process while providing comprehensive and immutable, break-proof attribution and linking for all relevant research artifacts. Ultimately, this technology will empower the scientific and scholarly communities to affect positive change. This paper briefly discusses some of the early learnings from their recent introduction of the ARTiFACTS system.
Why ARTiFACTS?
The research and publishing process is rife with opportunities for improvement. From data access to reproducibility, publishing cycle time to peer review, the challenges have been well-documented and potential solutions fervently debated. Many of these challenges are exacerbated by the constraining nature of today's system.
Multiple years are spent conducting research, which produces many valuable outputs -datasets, observations, study designs and more. This research is winnowed to a single article that is submitted for publication. Then it's a waiting game as the article gets peer-reviewed, (hopefully) published and (sometimes) indexed, which allows the article to be found, referenced and cited. The rest of the research artifacts are never shared -and, therefore, never indexed -so that they are unable to help further the research of other scientists and they cannot participate in building a researcher's reputation.
And for the articles that are published and indexed, there are still several challenges to overcome:
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• Inconsistent rules and routines for attribution • Limited and informal soft metrics • Citations are subject to breaks and ambiguity • Disparate systems with dramatically different counts
Giving credit where credit is (over)due
As Eugene Garfield, the father of bibliometrics, famously said, "Scientists make payments, in the form of citations, to their preceptors". ARTiFACTS seeks to bring that vision to life through a simple, userfriendly platform, purpose built for academic and scientific research.
The ARTiFACTS platform leverages both well-established and innovative technologies, including blockchain, allowing researchers to permanently, securely, and immutably share research artifacts from the earliest stages of research, building their reputation in real-time. By using the ARTiFACTS platform, researchers can:
• Safely provide access to their scientific and academic research outputs • Irrefutably prove existence of novel work (and, coming soon, prove authorship, not just provenance)
• Easily give and receive real-time attribution for their work, building reputations in real-time • Comprehensively demonstrate their scholarly contributions
We understand, though, that researchers are reluctant to share work-in-progress for fear of misappropriation. We also know that researchers are also short on time and have no real motivation for sharing outputs. That is why ARTiFACTS makes sharing easy, safe and beneficial.
• Ease of use: ARTiFACTS integrates with leading tools and platforms -within existing researcher workflows and commonly used applications • Peace of mind: Blockchain enables instant and permanent transactions that provide unquestionable proof of existence and provenance while researchers maintain control of their identity and Intellectual Property • Reason to act: With an authoritative system for citation management, researchers can provide and receive valid, break-proof attribution and assignment of credit, building their reputation in real time
The result is a single, comprehensive source of truth that is indexed, linked, and searchable, enabling faster, more collaborative research opportunities and more timely contribution to the body of knowledge. Perhaps most importantly, ARTiFACTS provides a more holistic view of the contributions and impact scientists and scholars are making in their fields.
The publishing community benefits as well. Articles that are enhanced with links to supporting content aid in peer review, support reproducibility, and add credibility. This all builds the article's impact, which enhances the journal's reputation.
Just the beginning
The ARTiFACTS platform continues to grow and evolve as we make improvements and integrate new tools. We've established key partnerships with like-minded organizations passionate about solving the myriad challenges plaguing scholarly research. Recent partnerships seek to:
